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Opening Statement 

Feargal 6 Coigligh 

Ba mhaith liom mo bhufochas a chur in iuil don Choiste as deis a thabhairt duinn bheith i 
lathair inniu chun labhairt libh faoi Chlar Eire lldanach, maoiniu an chlair agus an dul chun 
cinn ata deanta go dtf seo. 

My name is Feargal 6 Coigligh, Assistant Secretary for the Culture Division of the 
Department, which includes the Creative Ireland Programme. I am accompanied by Tania 
Banotti, Director of the Programme and Sinead Copeland Principal Officer. I am also 
accompanied by Eamonn Moran from the Department of Education and Skills. That 
Department is a key partner in the Programme. I will make some introductory comments 
and then hand over to my colleague Tania. 

The Creative Ireland Programme is a five-year all-of-Government, culture based initiative 
that emphasises the importance of human creativity for individual, community and national 
wellbeing-that is what it is but what does the Programme do? 

Led by the Minister for Culture, Heritage and the Gaeltacht, Josepha Madigan,TD, the 
programme is fundamentally a collaborative effort involving Government Departments, 
Government and Non-Government Agencies, local government, voluntary groups, as well as 
academic and cultural organisations to develop, encourage and facilitate initiatives and 
policies that enable participation in creative activity at all stages of life. 

The job of the Programme is not to duplicate the work of the Arts Council or the Heritage 
Council or any other body - but to work together across various policy areas to bring 
innovation and co-ordination to a range of important initiatives - ultimately serving citizens 
in a better way. Bodies such as the Arts Council and the Heritage Council, and local 
authorities, are important partners - particularly in the roll out of Creative Schools and 
community based initiatives. 

Tania, who took up her role as the Director of the Programme in June, will give you a short 
overview of progress across some of the key initiatives of the Creative Ireland Programme -
particularly as we head towards the end of the second year of the Programme. 2017 
presented a learning opportunity for the Department to build new relationships and explore 
new policy areas and we initiated a number of really important initiatives. In 2018, with an 
allocation of €6m, we are progressing these initiatives and adding to them. We are starting 
to really embed important strategic relationships right across Government and looking to 
the longer term impact of some of the work of the Programme. It should be noted that the 
Minister secured a further allocation of €1.lSm for the Programme in 2019 to bring funding 
up to €7.lSm in a full year. 
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I should also point out that in relation to funding, the Department is anxious to ensure 
maximum transparency and publishes a detailed breakdown under all funding heads on the 
Department's website. We have circulated a document giving details of this year's 
expenditure to the Committee in advance of the meeting. 

I will now hand over to Tania. 

Tania Banotti 

I will now take the committee through some of the key areas of the Creative Ireland 
Programme's area of work. 

Cultural and Creative education is one area where working together is so important and is 
really having an impact. 

Under Pillar 1 of the Programme, Creative Youth - a plan to enable the creative potential of 
every child and young person was published and launched in December 2017. This Plan 
brings together our own Department, the Department of Education and Skills, the 
Department of Children and Youth Affairs and the Arts Council - all working together. It 
sets out measures to deliver on one of the key goals of the Creative Ireland Programme, to 
ensure that every child in Ireland has practical access to tuition, experience and 
participation in music, drama, art and coding by 2022 and has the potential to be truly 
transformational. 

Working together in partnership, the Government (through both Departments) committed 
over €2m in 2018 to develop a number of pilot projects as part of Creative Youth all of 
which are now coming on stream: 

150 new Creative Schools across the country were recently announced and work is 
well underway on this front. With SO creative associates and teachers now recruited 
and training already rolled out, the aim for these creative associates to work with 
the children, teachers and principle to develop a creative plan bespoke to each 
school. Each school will identify areas they want to work on: this could be a 
particular art form, using new creative approaches to teaching the curriculum, 
working with a particular national organisation e.g. Poetry Ireland, Irish Film Institute 
or Continuous Professional Development (CPD) for teachers. 
68 schools were recently announced as part of the Creative Clusters programme 
which aims to get schools working together to use art and creativity to address 
shared challenges and to achieve better learning outcomes. 
We will shortly see the outcome of the Creative Youth Partnerships process which 
aims to establish networks led by Education and Training Boards that foster real 
collaboration and information-sharing between local creative youth service 
providers. This in turn will bring about an improved use of existing resources, 
practices and initiatives in the ETB area. 
We are also building on CPD for teachers across primary and post-primary levels and 
looking at developing early years CPD - all of which serve to truly embed creative 
practices in school settings. 

We hope to continue to build on this work over the coming years. 
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Another area of progress and of significant expenditure is Pillar 2 - Creative 
Communities. In 2017, the Department allocated over €1m to 31 local authorities and 
the Department of Housing, Planning and Local Government allocated €1m - all of which 
helped to establish active cross-sectoral Culture Teams locally led by Creative Ireland Co
ordinators. Our Department doubled this funding in 2018 and with Department of 
Housing, Planning and Local Government providing €1m, this has allowed us to 
significantly increase activity and capacity building at local level. Currently, local 
authorities are rolling out well over 500 initiatives across the country all of which are 
trying to engage more and more people into creative activities. This is helping to build 
vibrant and sustainable communities - particularly in rural areas and has created a 
network of dynamic committed people across the country all working in innovative and 
exciting new ways. We want to build on this and sustain this over the coming years. 

It should be said that this work is building on the work and investment to date in local 

authorities by various other Departments and Agencies, including the Arts Council, 

Heritage Council and Department of Rural and Community Development and is allowing 

and in fact encouraging more cross-sectoral working - this is the real value in the 

Programme. Allowing communities to take some risks and work more innovatively 

together and we are starting to see some results in this regard. One example from 

Creative Ireland Cavan is the funding of a new commissioned by multi award winning 

Cavan playwright, Philip Doherty. Produced by Aaron Monaghan (Druid Theatre 

Company) 'The Gambler' will allow two of Cavan's finest creatives to collaborate for the 

first time. The show will also facilitate a dialogue with community arts and writing 

groups on how to craft life experiences into art and express the issues at the core of our 

communities. Creative Ireland Kerry, following extensive consultation has many strategic 

projects in train. The development of Creative Hubs and Creative 'incubation' spaces in 

key locations across County Kerry is being researched. The essential role of Film in the 

county is currently being explored in association with Kerry Education and Training 

Board, the skill set of the county with regard to film production will be explored through 

the audit of resources and a database of practitioners, skills and contacts will be worked 

on. These long term strategic projects run alongside events such as the development of 

the Sliabh Luachra music trail and the Creative Ireland Kerry Grant Scheme that awarded 

19 local arts, heritage and community groups funding. 

This year also saw the roll out of our first Cruinniu na n6g - a national day of creativity 
for children and young people. Approximately €800k in total was allocated to the roll
out of this event. Each local authority was allocated €10k to develop a programme of 
creative activity for children and young people in their own communities. Dublin was 
allocated €350k. Over 500 events took place across the country and a successful media 
campaign in partnership with RTE and others ensured as much information as possible 
was available to enable people to get involved. We curated special content for our social 
media channels including short videos to encourage children and young people to take 
part. We also developed a special website to allow people to search for events and find 
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out what was happening in their own towns and villages. We also worked with D/CYA to 
ensure that children were consulted in this process and that their voices were heard 
which greatly added to the richness of events across the country. We are currently 
looking at ways to improve this event even more for next year and are working with our 
co-ordinators on this process. 

This year we also launched a special Creative Ireland Programme Scheme (now called 
the National Creativity Fund). This allowed innovative projects, which had the potential 
to inform Government policy and could potentially be scaled up, to apply for funding on 
a pilot basis. The response was over-whelming with 287 applications; 30 projects were 
allocated funding to run over the period 2018/2019. Robust Service Level Agreements 
have been signed with all new projects and we hope to work with them, support them 
and learn from them, feeding any outcomes into wider Government policy. €1.2m has 
been allocated to these projects with the majority of funding falling into 2019. 

Communicating what we do is important. We want everyone to understand the 
importance of culture and creativity and the arts, we want to build audiences, we want 
to increase personal engagement, particularly at a local community level That is why 
we invest in a good quality communications programme, websites, short films about 
what we do etc. 

We want to use various platforms to access as many people as possible and to widen 
access to creativity and cultural experiences. We engage with national and regional 
print and radio to develop high-quality resource material and information. More and 
more people are accessing information and material digitally - we are adapting to the 
challenge by producing material and information in a number of different ways - in 
December of 2017 for example over 12.3 thousand people tuned in to the live streaming 
of the Creative Ireland Forum on our Facebook page. I can assure the Committee that 
we will continue to monitor this to ensure value for money and impact. 

Last year a full breakdown of all costs associated with the Creative Ireland Programme 
was published on-line and we plan to do the same for 2018. 

The Creative Ireland Programme presents opportunities across all areas of Government 
and we look forward to progressing this over the coming years. 

Thank you. 
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